
 

DOOR HANDLE!
PRODUCT SPECS

Fast Rack Door Handle Features!
Rotation:  Ease to Finish Both Sides of a Door"
Transfer:  Ability to Transfer to other Racks"
Lock:  3 tabs allow a door to lock in place"

DOOR HANDLE BENEFITS 
NOTE:  Door handle can be used on wood or metal doors.

Note:  The Fast Rack Door Handle does come at a cost.  It is the key component 
when finishing doors efficiently.  The benefits is what makes the Fast Rack 

Equipment System better then other ways of finishing doors.  

The third tab is used to stabilize 
the door on the Drying Rack.  "
(This prevents the door from 

hitting the door above or below)

The barrel allows the door to rotate within the Adjustable (Individual) Cart and 
Spray Transfer Cart. This allows a single-user to finish both sides of a door 

simultaneously! Also, allows transferring and moving a door with ease!!

The two inside tabs are 
engineered to lock the door into 

place allowing the door to be 
worked on when using the 

Adjustable (Individual) Cart &  
Spray Transfer Cart.

The base three edges guide the door on the drying 
rack preventing the door from touching the drying 
rack arm while wet, which prevents rework.

Spacer does not allow the 
paint to bridge from the door 

to the handle.



Door handle is made of 1/8” cold-rolled steel"

Engineered, machined, and welded "

Never have to replace"

Pre-holed for (4) self-taping screws"

Door handle can be used on wood or metal doors"

Holds 15 doors in a horizontal position in a 8’ 1/2” x 2’ 1/2” floor space"

Holds 11 doors in a vertical position in a 9’ x 3’ floor space"

Door Handle is used to rotate the door to finish both sides of the door 

simultaneously"

Allows a single-user to transfer the door onto the Drying Racks"

Two tabs are used to lock the door into place on the Adjustable Cart and Transfer 

Cart allowing the door to be worked on."

Proudly Made !
In The USA


